Abstract Three-dimensional (3D) objects reconstruction using just bidimensional (2D) images has been a major research topic in Computer Vision. However, it is still a hard problem to address, when automation, speed and precision are required and/or the objects have complex shapes or image properties. In this paper, we compare two Active Computer Vision methods frequently used for the 3D reconstruction of objects from image sequences, acquired with a single off-the-shelf CCD camera: Structure From Motion (SFM) and Generalized Voxel Coloring (GVC). SFM recovers the 3D shape of an object based on the relative motion involved, while VC is a volumetric method that uses photo-consistency measures to build the required 3D model. Both methods considered do not impose any kind of restrictions on the relative motion involved.
Introduction
T hree-dimensional (3D) models built by computational systems are an intensive and long-lasting research problem for the Graphic and Computer Vision research communities. Since Computer V ision is concerned with the development of computational theories and methods for the automatic extraction of useful information from images, it offers the opportunity to build 3D models directly from real-world scenes with high accuracy and visual realism.
T he main goal of this work was to compare two Computer V ision image-based methods commonly used for 3D objects reconstruction: Structure From Motion (SFM) and Generalized Voxel Coloring (GVC). This paper starts with an introduction to the state-of-art in 3D reconstruction, describing some commonly used reconstruction methods. After, some emphasis on SFM and GVC reconstruction methods is given. Then, the followed methodologies are described. After, some of the obtained experimental results are presented. Finally, some conclusions and guidelines for future work are given.
3D reconstruction
Since most 3D reconstruction methods require considerable computational and imaging resources, there is always a trade-off between used hardware and software, computational complexi ty and results accuracy, realism and processing speed. In the last decades, the explosive growth in computers processing power and memory storage and their continuous reducing price, has enabled the common use of 3D reconstruction solutions in a variety of application fields, such as:
• Industry, for instance, in clothing industry (e.g. [1, 2] ), on-line measurements and production line control (e.g. [3, 4] ); • Navigation systems, for example, in autonomous vehicle guidance (e.g. [5, 6] ) and pose estimation (e.g. [7, 8] ); • V irtual reality, such as to build virtual actors, objects or environments (e.g. [9, 10] ) and augmented/mixed reality (e.g. [11, 12] ); • B iomedicine, in anthropometric studies (e.g. [13, 14] ), detection of tumors or other deformations (e.g. [15, 16] ), manufacturing of prosthetic devices (e.g., [17, 18] ) and surgery planning (e.g. [19, 20] ), for example; • A rchitecture/archaeology, for instance, in 3D architectural site reconstruction (e.g. [21, 22] ) or archeological documentation (e.g. [23, 24] ); • Security systems, like in visual surveillance (e.g. [25, 26] ) and biometric or morphologic information retrieval (e.g. [27, 28] ).
Methods for 3D Reconstruction
The usually available methods for 3D reconstruction of objects are typically classified into contact or non-contact, Fig. 1 .
Contact-based methods can achieve high accuracy levels and are suitable for a wide range of applications. However, these methods involve mechanical movement of a probe device from one measurement point to the next. Consequently, the data acquisition can be very time consuming. Moreover, since the probes collect only a sparse data set from the object to be reconstructed, some of its critical areas might stay unmeasured. Also, the act of scanning the object by touching it can modify or even damage it, in particular if the object involved is very soft. CMMs (Coordinate Measuring Machine) capable of measuring objects of large dimensions are very large in size and so somewhat cumbersome to be used in usual production environments. Furthermore, frequently they need to be placed in controlled-environment rooms, for their protection against temperature variation and vibrations, [29] .
Nowadays, the generation of a 3D model is mainly achieved by using non-contact image-based methods. These are usually divided into two main groups, [30] :
1. Active: methods that require some sort of energy projection (such as, lasers or structured light) or use the relative motion between camera(s) and objects, to obtain 3D information on the objects shape; 2. Passive: methods that do not require energy projection or relative motion, and work under ambient illumination. Most common non-contact methods use image data, range sensors, or a combination of both. Image-based methods are widely used, in particular for industrial applications (e.g. [4, 31] ), or for precise terrain and city modeling (e.g. [21, 32] ).
Range sensors acquire distance measurements from a well known 3D reference coordinate system to the surface points on the object to be reconstructed. They are very common when highly detailed models are required and are already used in industry (e.g. [33, 34] ), for documentation of buildings and landscapes (e.g. [35, 36] ) or for the recording of objects in archaeology and cultural heritage (e.g. [37, 38] ). However, they are costly (at least for now), spatially limited, most of the systems available do not provide color information about the reconstructed object and the quality of the obtained 3D models can be affected by the reflective characteristics of the objects surfaces, [39] .
The main difference between image-and range-based methods is that, when using image data, it is necessary to have a mathematical model to derive the objects 3D coordinates, which can be sometimes a complex problem to solve, [40] . Building 3D models using range methods is simpler, because the range data acquired already contains the 3D coordinates necessary for the 3D reconstruction.
The next two subsections will focus on two commonly used image- Proposed in [41] , SFM is a stereo-based method, Fig. 2 . It uses the relative motion between the camera(s) used and the objects to be reconstructed, to make assumptions about the 3D objects shape. Thus, by knowing the trajectories of objects feature points in the image plane, this method determines the 3D shape and motion that better describes most of the trajectories of the referred points. This method has received several contributions and diverse approaches:
for example, in [42] the use of an extended Kalman filter was investigated for estimating the motion and structure from a sequence of monocular images; in [43] an algorithm was developed for shape and motion estimation under orthographic projection using the factorization projection; in [44] a method was proposed that computes the final reconstruction from intermediate reconstructions by analyzing the uncertainties in them, rather than from image data directly; in [45] the problem of solving the SFM issue without prior knowledge of point correspondence was addressed; more recently, in [46] , an holistic approach was used to compute SFM in stages by gradually computing 3D scene information of increasing complexity through processes which operate on increasingly large spatial image areas; among many others. However, SFM may suffer from difficulties on finding interest points and/or matching them along the input image sequence, [47] . First, if the object to reconstruct has a smooth surface and low texture, the extraction of interest features may be difficult or even incorrect since the local appearance is uniform within the neighborhood of each candidate feature. Secondly, matching correspondence cannot be established by just comparing local image measurements, unless the object has a lambertian surface; that is, its appearance does not change with the viewpoint. Finally, occlusions in the scene make the correspondence between images difficult or even impossible to obtain.
Generalized Voxel Coloring
As referred earlier, stereo-based methods, like SFM, fail to capture objects with complex shapes, smooth surfaces with lack of texture or when occlusion phenomena occur. For smooth objects, 3D reconstruction using volumetric methods have been quite popular for some time, [48] . These methods are silhouettebased reconstruction methods: intersecting the visual cones generated by the silhouettes and the projection centers of each image, a 3D model can be determined, Fig. 3 . This 3D model is denominated as visual hull, [49] , a locally convex over-approximation of the volume occupied by an object. Volumetric methods represent the 3D space model by using voxels (regular volumetric structures also known as 3D pixels). The space of interest is divided into discrete voxels which are then classified into two categories: inside and outside. The union of all the inside voxels is an approximation of the visual hull. The accuracy of the reconstruction obtained depends on the number of images used, the positions of each viewpoint considered, the precision of the camera calibration and the complexity of the objects shape.
Generalized Voxel Coloring (GVC) is a volumetric method that uses photo-consistency criterion, Fig. 4 , to determine if a certain voxel belongs or not to the object being reconstructed. With this method, the resulting 3D model is the photo hull, Fig. 5 , defined as the largest volume of voxels that are photo-consistent with all viewpoints considered in the reconstruction. Photo-consistency is checked statistically: a voxel is considered consistent if the mean deviation of the pixels color, which results from the voxel image projection, is under a predefined threshold. Thus, GVC simultaneously builds and colors the obtained 3D model. 
Methodologies followed
In this work, SFM and GVC methods were tested on two objects with different shape properties: a simple parallelepiped and a human hand model.
The parallelepiped has a straightforward topology, with flat orthogonal surfaces, whose vertices are easily detected in each image and simply matched along the acquired image sequence. On the contrary, the hand model has a smooth surface and a more complicated shape.
SFM methodology
To test the SFM method, we follow the methodology proposed in [50] , and resumed in Fig. 6: 1. the first step is to acquire two uncalibrated images, of the object to be reconstructed, using a single off-the-shelf digital camera; 2. then, image feature points of the considered object are ext racted. Feature or interesting points are those who reflect the relevant discrepancies between their intensity values and those of their neighbors. Usually, these points represent vertices, and their correct detection allows posterior matching along the image sequences acquired. Many algorithms for interest points detection are available, but the point features detectors based on the Harris's principles, [51] , are the most commonly used; 3. after being ext racted, feature points must be matched. The matching process is a 2D points association between sequential images that are the projection of the same 3D object point. Automatic detection of matching points between images can be achieved using several crosscorrelation processes. They all use small image windows from a first image as templates for matching in the subsequent images, [52] . The most common matching methods include Normalized CrossCorrelation, [53, 54] , and Sum-of-Squared-Differences, [50, 55] ;
4. then the epipolar geometry is estimated. Epipolar geometry determines a pairwise relative orientation and allows for rejection of previous false matches (or outliers). When the interior orientation parameters of both images are the same, it mathematically expresses itself by the fundamental matrix, a projective singular correlation between two images, [56] . At least 7 matches are required to compute the fundamental matrix, but to cope with possible outliers, robust methods of estimation are required. In general, the RANSAC -RANdom Sampling Consensus -algorithm, [57] , achieves a robust estimation of the epipolar geometry;
5. next step is image rectification. It is the act of projecting two stereo images onto a common plane, such that pairs of conjugate epipolar lines (derived from the fundamental matrix) become collinear and parallel to one of the image axes. Performing this step simplifies the posterior process of dense matching, because the search problem is reduced to 1D; 6. finally, dense matching is performed, where a disparity map is obtained. A disparity map codifies the distance between the object and the camera(s): closer points will have maximal disparity and farther points will get zero disparity. For short, a disparity map gives some perception of discontinuity in terms of depth (2.5D reconstruction). If the camera were calibrated, the obtained 2.5D reconstruction could be upgraded to 3D, using the triangulation concept, described in Fig. 2 .
GVC methodology
To test the GVC method we follow the methodology proposed in [58] , and represented in Fig. 7 .
In this methodology, it is necessary to acquire two image sequences: • a first one, acquired moving a planar chessboard calibration pattern freely in 3D space; • for the second sequence, the object to reconstruct is placed on a simple turntable device, with the same chessboard pattern beneath it; keeping the camera untouched, the second sequence of images is acquired, spinning the turntable device until a full rotation is performed. No restrictions are made on the number of images acquired, nor the rotation angle between two consecutive images of the second image sequence needs to be known.
Then, the used camera is calibrated, in order to find the transformation that maps the 3D world in the associated 2D image space. The calibration procedure is based on Zhang' s algorithm, [59] . Intrinsic parameters (focal length and principal point) and distortion parameters (radial and tangential) are obtained from the first image sequence; using the second image sequence, the extrinsic parameters (rotation and translation) associated with each viewpoint considered in the reconstruction process are determined.
Then, to obtain the object silhouettes from the input images, image segmentation is performed. This step is required, because, even when the scene background has low color variation, the photo-consistency criterion may not be sufficient for accurate 3D reconstructions, [60] . Also, since the used calibration pattern will rotate along with the object to be reconstructed, it will not be considered has background and, consequently, will be reconstructed as if it was part of the object of interest. Images are here segmented by first removing the red and green channels from the original RGB images and, finally, by image binarization using a user-defined threshold value.
Combining the original image sequence and associated silhouette images, and considering the previously obtained camera calibration parameters, the 3D models are built using the GVC volumetric method implemented in [61] .
Finally, the volumetric model obtained is polygonized and smoothed using the Marching Cubes algorithm ( [62] ). Basically, this algorithm extracts a polygonal surface from the volumetrical data. Thus, it proceeds through the voxelized model, and, for each voxel, it determines the polygon(s) needed to represent the patch of the isosurface that passes through the referred voxel.
Experimental results
In this section, some of the obtained experimental results for both followed methodologies and both considered objects will be presented and analyzed.
SFM method Fig. 8 shows the acquired stereo image pairs of both objects used in this work. Fig. 8 . Stereo image pairs of the objects used to test the SFM reconstruction method For both objects, 200 image features were extracted using the Harris's corner detector, [51] , imposing a minimum distance between each detected feature. Robust matching of features between the stereo images was made using the RANSAC algorithm, [57] . The results obtained can be observed in Fig. 9 . Since the hand model presents a smooth surface, obviously many wrong matches were detected and, consequently, the determined epipolar geometry will be incorrectly estimated. After, both stereo pairs were rectified using the algorithm presented in [63] . As observed in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , the results were much less accurate for the hand model, due to the wrong matches from the previous step. This caused a strong image distortion during the rectification step for this object.
Then, dense matching was performed using Stan Birchfield' s algorithm, [64] . The results obtained for both objects considered in this work can be observed in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 . Again, from the incorrect results obtained in the previous steps, the dense matching for the hand model was, consequently, of low quality. For the parallelepiped object case, the generated disparity map matches reality better. For both objects considered, the results of the extrinsic calibration procedure are represented in Fig. 15 . T he 3D graphics shown represent the viewpoints considered in the second image acquisition process, considering the world coordinate system fixed on the lower-left corner of the chessboard pattern and the camera rotating around the object. A nother way to verify the accuracy of the calibration results obtained is to reproject the 3D points from the chessboard pattern in all images of the second sequence considered. T he standard deviations of the reprojection errors (in pixels) for the hand and torso models cases are indicated in Table 1. T he results obtained from the camera calibration were very accurate for both cases.
T he efficacy of our segmentation method enabled us to obtain good silhouette images for both considered objects, Fig. 16 . Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show the results of the 3D reconstruction obtained for both objects using the GVC method. Both reconstructed models are very similar to the real 3D object, even in the case of the hand model.
Comparing these results with the previous obtained by the SFM methodology, GVC has no problem to reconstruct objects with smooth and complex shapes. On the other hand, the accuracy of the 3D models built by this last methodology is highly dependent on the calibration and segmentation steps. Thus, GVC puts some restrictions, such as a background with low color variation and suitable calibration apparatus, making it less appropriated for unconstrained real-world reconstructions.
GVC methodology was also tested on another object to verify its accuracy: a torso model. Comparing with the previous used objects, the torso has considerably higher dimensions. T hus, a different calibration pattern was required. Some of the results obtained after the reconstruction process can be seen on Fig. 19 , where it can be noticed that the torso reflects the calibration pattern on its surface. As consequence, the inferior zone of the reconstructed 3D model is not very accurate, both in terms of shape and color.
From the voxelized 3D model obtained, some geometrical measures can be determined, such as height, length and width. Fig. 20 compares these values with the real ones, obtained using an usual ruler, for all reconstructed objects. This comparison confirms the approxi mated reconstruction results of the considered objects, using the GVC methodology. 
Conclusions
The main goal of this paper was to compare experimentally two commonly used image-based methods for 3D object reconstruction: Structure From Motion (SFM) and Generalized Voxel Coloring (GVC).
To test and compare both methods, two objects with different shape properties were used: a parallelepiped and a hand model. Our adopted SFM methodology produced fine results when the objects present strong feature points, and so, are easy to detect and match along the input images. However, we can conclude that even small errors in the matching or in the epipolar geometry estimation can seriously compromise the success of the remaining steps.
The models built using the GVC methodology were quite similar to the real objects, be it in terms of shape or in color. Nevertheless, the reconstruction accuracy was highly dependent on the quality of the results from camera calibration and image segmentation steps. These can be two major drawbacks in real-world scenes, because they can limit the application of the GVC method. Moreover, the reflectance of their surfaces is an aspect that must be considered for more accurate 3D reconstructions. In resume, we can conclude that in controlled environments the GVC methodology is capable to obtain adequate 3D static reconstructions of objects from images. In addition, its major contribution may be the fact that it is fully automatic and suitable for many real applications.
T hus, when comparing the two methods, we can conclude that, on one hand, GVC performs better in 3D reconstruction of objects with complex shapes and, on the other hand, SFM is better for unconstrained real-world objects reconstruction.
